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ABOUT TRIBALVISION

Your presenters 
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Senior Business Development Manager
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ABOUT TRIBALVISION

By the numbers

6512
_Years in the market_ _Full-time marketers_

95
_Net Promoter Score_
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ABOUT TRIBALVISION 

Tools and capabilities we bring to bear to reach your goals
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TribalVision provides end-to-end marketing support in an integrated, cross-functional capacity that enables us 

to approach each client’s objectives with a fully custom, results-driven, and solution-agnostic approach.
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GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

What is Google Analytics?

How is your 
website 

performing?

Are people 
performing 

valuable actions?

Who is visiting 
your site? 

Google Analytics is a free web reporting and tracking platform from Google that 
allows you to capture key information about your website, such as:



You can view daily, monthly, or 
yearly website information and 

even compare time periods. 
Here is an analysis of 

TribalVision’s website traffic from 
the last 12-months.

Google Analytics allows you 
to see telling information 

about your website visitors 
and their experience on your 

site. 

GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

Leverage Google Analytics to gain insights into how        
your website and marketing campaigns perform



The number of times a page is viewed by a visitor on your websitePage Views

Avg. Session 
Duration / Avg 
Time on Page

Pages Per Session

Bounce Rate

Average session duration: The length of time a user stays on your website during their visit. 
A good average is 1 min 30 sec. Average time on page: The length of time some stays on a 
specific page.

The total number of pages a user visits during their time on your website. A good indicator of 
how engaging your site is to viewers

The percentage of visitors who enter your website and then leave without engaging with the 
page

KEY METRICS 

These metrics are key to assessing campaign performance

Goal Rate The percentage of users who complete the desired action on your webpage (ex. fill a form, 
make a purchase, etc.) 

Revenue The total value of goals generated on the website and tracked in Google Analytics (must 
provide values for goals)



With Google Analytics you can 
see which pages users visit, how 
pages they view, and how long 

they stay on the page.

Integrating Google Analytics with 
your ecommerce platform will 

allow you to tie conversions and 
revenue to campaigns as well. 

GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

Track web visitors’ behavior on your site  
Integrating Google Analytics into your website and campaign landing pages will allow you to map a customer’s 

journey, and determine how users engage with your website and marketing campaigns and activities. 



GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

View traffic referral source, both nationally and globally 



GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

Use UTM tracking to capture campaign-level performance  

With Google’s Campaign URL Builder, you 

can generate unique UTM Codes for each 

marketing campaign, adding a campaign 

name, source, medium, etc. to your URL. 

Then when traffic from the campaign comes 

into your website you will be able to 

attribute traffic to the specific marketing 

activity. 

Example UTM:

tribalvision.com/?utm_source=bing&utm_

medium=cpc&utm_campaign=branded



GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION

Set up goals within Google Analytics to track conversions 
on the most important website engagements  



Tracking & Reporting 
Use Case



USE CASE 

Revenue by traffic source 



USE CASE 

Goal conversions by web page



USE CASE 

Revenue by campaign 



Appendix 



Metric Benchmarks
Industry Average Session Duration (minutes)

Apparel 4.20

Automotive 4.87

B2B 2.28

Beauty 4.12

Consumer Electronics 4.57

Energy 4.14

Financial Services 3.13

Grocery 5.01

Luxury 3.64

Travel 4.78

Telco 2.91

All Industries 4.41

Industry Average Bounce Rate

Apparel 44%

Automotive 45%

B2B 75%

Beauty 48%

Consumer  Electronics 44%

Energy 38%

Financial Services 47%

Grocery 40%

Luxury 46%

Travel 43%

Telco 56%

All Industries 47%

Source: https://contentsquare.com/blog/2021-digital-experience-benchmarks-by-industry/



You can integrate additional tools, like Supermetrics, to Google 
Data Studio to pull in data sources across PPC, SEO, social, 
analytics, email marketing, and payment platforms.

With the Supermetrics add-on, you have additional options for 
visualization and analysis – compare all of the marketing 
channels you’re running in the same charts to understand which 
are most effective and efficient in achieving various goals

Supermetrics offers a 14-day trial with full 
features, and pricing beyond the trials 
starts at $19 per month

OUR APPROACH

Build Reporting Dashboard with Google Data Studio

https://supermetrics.com/


Thank you 


